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QUESTION 1

Comma separated value (csv) files are supported in several different capacities. Which of the following is NOT correct? 

A. You can import a csv file to create or add words to a custom user dictionary. 

B. You can export documents as csv files. 

C. You can export query statistics to a csv file. 

D. You can import csv files and add them to a search collection. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

LanguageWare Resource Workbench (LRW) has been significantly enhanced to work with ICA. Which of the following
is NOT one of these LRW improvements? 

A. A Type catalog has been added to simplify searching for types (and their associated resources) and renaming types
(to ensure workspace consistency). 

B. LRW users can export a UIMA pipeline directly from the LRW and have it installed as the Custom annotator stage of
an ICA collection. 

C. LRW users can send one or more documents to ICA to be annotated by the pipeline configured for one of the
collections on the server. 

D. LRW Users can export a UIMA pipeline to an ICA search collection. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

With regards to boost word dictionaries, all of the following are true EXCEPT for: 

A. The boost factor can range from -10 to +10, and the values -1, 0, and 1 have no boost effect. 

B. You can define specific terms or multi-word terms that raise or lower the rank value of the document in which the
term appears. 

C. You specify boost words in an XML file, and then convert the XML file to a boost word dictionary. 

D. Boost word dictionaries are language dependent. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Regarding Field filters, which of the following statements is FALSE? 

A. You can change field values to all lowercase or all uppercase. 

B. Field filters can map, split, trim or replace strings within field values. 

C. If multiple field filters exist for a given search field, the parser applies the newest filter first. 

D. Field filters require a condition to be met. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is TRUE regarding optional facet index? 

A. Optional Facet Index should be considered for small collections. 

B. By default, Optional facet index is enabled. 

C. Optional facet index can be quickly generated by adding additional index servers. 

D. Long building time is required for creating optional facet index. 

Correct Answer: D 
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